
The Evans Command Center Hub

Be Tech Ready In Any Situation
Have the technology and data at your fingertips so 
your team can deal with situations as they arise. 
No more fiddling with cables or screens.

Technology Tables specifically designed to combine 
your modern technology with traditional furniture for 
corporate meetings or intelligence briefings.

Highest Quality Situation Rooms
Our Technology Tables are built to withstand intensive 
use including a steel structural frame. All tables are 
verified on-site to be in working order using Evans 
Certified Installers.
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Custom Designs to Fit your Perfect Shape, Size & Finish 
Your situation room or conference room deserves the best. Evans Tech Tables 
will fit your room and technology perfectly because we build them to your 
specifications. Choose from multiple worksurfaces, finish options, edge details, 
and even custom branding on illuminated end panels.

Integrate your Technology with Evans Quality  
Don’t try and fit your technology into an existing table, instead Evans will  
build a table to fit your requirements. Allow your team to work seamlessly  
in a professional environment that just works. Pop-up displays with the touch  
of a button or add dynamic microphones to dial in important individuals.  
Full  integration with ANY technology while meeting requirements for quality, 
durability, and aesthetics.

Work Clutter Free with Cable 
Management & Technology Storage 

Cables are hidden inside the table to keep the
surface clean and professional. Store PCs and laptops 

all within the structure of the tech table.  
Keyboards, phones, projectors or monitors  

can also be hidden away neatly.

Tech Tables Built for your Mission Critical Center.
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Turning Meeting Rooms into Command Centers


